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Abstract
We study subsets of Grassmann varieties G(l,m) over a field F , such that these subsets are unions
of Schubert cycles, with respect to a fixed flag. We study unions of Schubert cycles of Grassmann vari-
eties G(l,m) over a field F . We compute their linear span and, in positive characteristic, their number of
Fq -rational points. Moreover, we study a geometric duality of such unions, and give a combinatorial in-
terpretation of this duality. We discuss the maximum number of Fq -rational points for Schubert unions of
a given spanning dimension, and as an application to coding theory, we study the parameters and support
weights of the well-known Grassmann codes. Moreover, we determine the maximum Krull dimension of
components in the intersection of G(l,m) and a linear space of given dimension in the Plücker space.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G(l,m) = GF (l,m) be the Grassmann variety of l-dimensional subspaces of a fixed m-
dimensional vector space V over a field F . Then G(l,m) is embedded by the Plücker embedding






This paper was motivated by the problem: “What is the maximal intersection of a linear sub-
space of a given dimension in Pk−1 with G(l,m)?” Here “maximal” may refer to the number of
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sion, in Theorem 5.2, while for the former we only give partial answers. The unions of Schubert
cycles with respect to a fixed flag, called Schubert unions, turn out to play a key role in this
problem.
We identify the Schubert unions as fixed points for the action of a Borel group acting on nat-
ural (derived) Grassmann varieties. This is instrumental in applying Borel’s fixed point theorem
to solve the maximality problem for the Krull dimension.
The set of Schubert unions has a natural duality. The dual of a Schubert union U arises
from taking the set of (m − l)-dimensional subspaces of V intersecting all l-dimensional sub-
spaces parametrized by points of U non-trivially. By the standard duality between G(l,m) and
G(m− l,m) we interpret the dual set as a subset of G(l,m). It then turns out that the dual of
a Schubert union is a Schubert union with complementary spanning dimension in the Plücker
space (and that we have biduality justifying the terminology).
We proceed to study a natural point grid in GG(l,m) ⊂ Zl corresponding to the Plücker co-
ordinates. The duality for Schubert unions just described corresponds to a duality of subsets of
this grid, where the cardinality of a subset GU ⊂ G corresponding to U is equal to the spanning
dimension of the affine cone of U in the affine space (of dimension (m
k
)) over the Plücker space.
In the special case l = 2 we describe an additional structure on the set of Schubert unions for
fixed m, as a power set P(M) for a set M with m− 1 elements.
In Section 4 we will discuss applications to coding theory. The Schubert unions will be used to
compute upper bounds for support weight of the Grassmann codes G(l,m) described for example
in [1,4,9].
In Section 4.1 we let F = Fq and l = 2 and describe an algorithm for finding the maximum
number of Fq -rational points on a Schubert union spanning a K-space in the Plücker space.
In Section 5 we find the maximal Krull dimension of a component of an intersection of
G(l,m) with a linear space of dimension K in the Plücker space, for each possible K .
2. Basic description of Schubert unions
In this section we will recall the well-known definition of Schubert cycles in the Grass-
mann variety G(l,m) over a field F , and describe unions of such cycles. Schubert cycles
B = {e1, . . . , em} are defined with respect to a basis of a m-dimensional vector space V over F .
Let Ai = Span{e1, . . . , ei} in V , for i = 1, . . . ,m. Then A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Am = V form a
complete flag of subspaces of V . Below we will describe the canonical cell decomposition of
Schubert cycles, and in particular of G(l,m), with respect to the basis B . For a given l-subspace
W of V form an (l × m)-matrix MW where the rows form a set of basis vectors for W , each
row expressed in terms of the basis B . We choose a basis for W such that the matrix MW have
reduced lower left triangular form, i.e. the last nonzero entry in each row is 1, each of these 1’s
are the only nonzero entries in their column, and each of these 1’s lie in a column to the right of




∣∣ dim(W)∩Aj = i}.
For α = (a1, . . . , al) with 1 a1 < a2 < · · · < al m we define the cell
Cα =
{[W ] ∈ G(l,m) ∣∣ ai(W) = ai, i = 1, . . . , l}.
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GG(l,m) =
{
β = (b1, . . . , bl) ∈ Zl
∣∣ 1 b1 < b2 < · · · < bl m}.
This grid is partially ordered by α  β if ai  bi for i = 1, . . . , l.








This is the well-known cell decomposition of Sα .
Next, we choose coordinates for the Plücker space Pk−1 = P(∧l V ), with respect to the cho-
sen basis B . Our choice of Plücker coordinates are the maximal minors of the matrix MW (with
alternating signs). These minors are indexed as {Xα(W) | α ∈ GG(l,m)}.
Definition 2.1. GS = Gα = {β ∈ GG(l,m) | β  α}, and Hα = GG(l,m) −Gα.
We observe: Sα = {[W ] ∈ G(l,m) | Xβ(W) = 0, ∀β ∈ Hα}.
For α = (m− l + 1, . . . ,m− 1,m), we get Sα = G(l,m) and Gα = GG(l,m), and Hα = ∅.
Definition 2.2. For a subset M of G(l,m) ⊂ P(∧l V ), let L(M) be its linear span in the projec-
tive space P(
∧l
V ), and let L(M) be the linear span of the affine cone over M in the affine cone
over the Plücker space.
We will consider finite intersections and finite unions of such Schubert cycles Sα with respect
to our fixed flag. Set αi = (a(i,1), a(i,2), . . . , a(i,l)), for i = 1, . . . , s. It is clear that⋂si=1 Sαi = Sγ ,
where γ = (g1, . . . , gl), and gj is the minimum of the set {a(1,j), a(2,j), . . . , a(s,j)}, for j =
1, . . . , l. Thus the intersection of a finite set of Schubert cycles Sα is again a Schubert cycle. In
particular dimL(
⋂
Sαi ) is equal to the cardinality of Gγ .
For a union SU =⋃si=1 Sαi of Schubert cycles, denote by GU the union GU =⋃si=1 Gαi , and
set HU = GG(l,m) − GU . Since all Schubert cycles Sα has a decomposition of cells Cβ , and all
finite intersections of these Schubert cycles are again Schubert cycles, the union SU also has a





Proposition 2.3. Let Sα1, . . . , Sαs be finitely many Schubert cycles with respect to our fixed flag.
Let Sγ =⋂si=1 Sαi be their intersection, and let SU =⋃si=1 Sαi be their union.
(1) The intersection Sγ is itself a Schubert cycle with S-grid Gγ =⋂si=1 Gαi .
(2) L(SU )∩G(l,m) = SU .
(3) dimL(SU) equals the cardinality of the grid GU .
(4) The number of Fq -rational points on SU is Σ(x1,...,xl )∈GU qx1+···+xl−l(l+1)/2.
Proof. Part (1) is proven above. The ideal of the linear span of the union SU is defined by the
intersection of the ideals of the Sαi . Therefore {Xβ | β ∈ HU } form the linear generators of the
ideal IU of SU . Notice that if α ∈ HU , then β ∈ HU whenever α  β . We need:
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{
(wij )
∣∣ 1 i  l, 1 j m}
be the entries of the matrix MW in reduced lower triangular form. Then Xα(W) = 0 for each
α = (a1, . . . , al) ∈ HU if and only if one of the following is satisfied:
(1) w1j = 0 when j  a1;
(2) w1j = w2j = 0 when j  a2;
. . .
(3) wij = 0 for i = 1, . . . , l when j  al .
Proof. None of the criteria are satisfied if and only if the trailing 1’s in each row appear
in columns (b1, . . . , bl) where bi  ai for each i. But equivalently the Plücker coordinate
Xβ(W) = 1 for β = (b1, . . . , bl) ∈ HU , contrary to our assumption. 
Now, each itemized condition in the lemma is the condition that [W ] belong to a Schubert
cycle:
w1j = · · · = wrj = 0 implies that dimW ∩Aj−1  r.
Therefore the collection of conditions given by the element α = (a1, . . . , al) ∈ HU implies that
[W ] belongs to a union of Schubert cycles with respect to the given flag. Since the intersection of
two Schubert cycles with respect to the given flag is a Schubert cycle, the intersection of a union
of Schubert cycles is again a Schubert union. In particular, it is now straightforward to check that
if Xβ(W) = 0 for each β ∈ HU , then [W ] belongs to the Schubert union SU , i.e. the linear span
of SU intersects G(l,m) precisely in SU .
The cardinality of HU is the codimension of L(SU ), so the dimension of L(SU) equals the
cardinality of the complement GU . Finally the number of Fq -rational points is counted using the
cell-decomposition. (cf. also [4, Theorem 1 and Proposition 11]). 
Definition 2.5. A subset M ⊂ GG(l,m) is called Borel fixed if it enjoys the property that β ∈ M
whenever α ∈ M and β  α.
Clearly Gα is Borel fixed for each Schubert cycle Sα . Notice that M is Borel fixed if and only
if the union of the cells
⋃
α∈M Cα is closed. Hence, if SU is a Schubert union, then the grid GU
is Borel fixed. In fact
Proposition 2.6. The Borel fixed subsets of the grid GG(l,m) are precisely the grids GU of Schu-
bert unions. Similarly, the closed unions of cells Cα are precisely the Schubert unions.
Proof. Let M be a Borel fixed subset of GG(l,m). Since M is finite, it has finitely many maximal
elements, α1, α2, . . . , αr say. Then M = ⋃ri=1 Gαi . In particular M is the grid of a Schubert
union. Similarly, the second statement follows considering the fact that the cell Cβ lies in the
closure of the cell Cα , precisely when β  α. 
Extend the scalars of V to the algebraic closure Fq of the field Fq . Then GL(m,F q) acts (from
the left) on V , on the exterior product∧l V and on G(l,m). Let B ⊂ GL(m,F q) be the subgroup
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stabilizer of the given flag A1 ⊂ A2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Am. Let X = {Xα} be a set of Plücker coordinates,
and let M(X) = {β | Xβ ∈ X} be the corresponding grid in GG(l,m). Then the linear span of X
is stable under B if and only if M(X) is Borel fixed: Let Vl = ∧l V . Then Vl is a k = (ml )-
dimensional vector space. Let r  k and consider Vl,r =∧r Vl , and the Grassmannian G(r,Vl).
The linear action of B on V and Vl , clearly induces a linear action on Vl,r and on G(r,Vl). Let
{eα = ea1 ∧ ea2 ∧ · · · ∧ eal | 1 a1 < a2 < · · · al}
be the basis of Vl with Plücker coordinates Xα . Order this basis lexicographically. Then
{
eα1 ∧ eα2 ∧ · · · ∧ eαr
∣∣ (1,2, . . . , l) α1 < α2 < · · · < αr  (m− l + 1, . . . ,m)}
form a basis for Vl,r . The only subspaces of V that are stable under B are the subspaces Ai , i.e.
those spanned by e1, e2, . . . , ei for some i. Therefore the only subspaces of Vl that are stable
under B are those spanned by {eα | α ∈ I }, for some finite index set I ⊂ GG(l,m), with the
property that β = (b1, . . . , bl) ∈ I whenever α = (a1, . . . , al) ∈ I and bi  ai for all i. But these
index sets are precisely the Borel fixed subsets of GG(l,m). On the other hand, the stable subspaces
of Vl of dimension r are the only fixed points on G(r,Vl) under the action of B .
Proposition 2.7. The Schubert unions of spanning dimension r define the fixed points under the
action of the Borel subgroup B ⊂ GL(m,F ) on G(r,Vl).
2.1. Duality of Schubert unions
We will define a combinatorial and a geometric duality for Schubert unions and show that
they coincide.
First we will describe a geometric duality, valid for Schubert unions, but not for general linear
sections of the Grassmann variety G(l,m). Denote by V ∗ the dual vector space of V . The Grass-
mannian G(l,m)∗ parametrizes rank l-subspaces of V ∗, i.e. l-dimensional subspaces of linear
forms on V , and has an embedding in P(
∧l
V ∗).
For a subspace L ⊂ V , we set L⊥ = {H ∈ V ∗ | L ⊂ kerH }. Let M be a subset of G(l,m).
Definition 2.8. The geometric dual set D(M) is the subset of G(l,m)∗ ⊂ P(∧l V ∗) parametriz-
ing l-subspaces of linear forms on V whose common kernel intersect all l-spaces represented by
points of M non-trivially.
In terms of the natural duality between P(
∧l
V ) and P(
∧l
V ∗) one finds the following lemma.
Lemma 2.9. D(M) = L(M)⊥ ∩G(l,m)∗, where L(M) is the linear span of M .
Proof. A point P ∈ G(l,m)∗ lies in D(M) if and only if the hyperplane HP ⊂ P(∧l V ) defined
by P contains M , i.e. the span L(M). 
Therefore, if M ⊂ G(l,m) is a general subset that spans Plücker space, then the geometric
dual D(M) = ∅.
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= G(l,m), the geometric dual D(SU) is nonempty. In fact we
will show that D(SU) is again a Schubert union with respect to the dual flag 0 = A⊥m ⊂ A⊥m−1 ⊂
A⊥m−2, . . . ,A⊥1 ⊂ V ∗.
We denote the Plücker coordinates on P(
∧l
V ∗) with respect to this flag by
{
X∗α
∣∣ α = (a1, a2, . . . , al), 0 < a1 < · · · < al m}.
Notice that these coordinates are natural dual to the coordinates Xα defined on P(
∧l
V ). In fact
X∗α(Xβ) = 0 if and only if α 
= β. (1)
As above we may define a grid GG(l,m)∗ ⊂ Zl for these Plücker coordinates:
GG(l,m)∗ =
{
α = (a1, a2, . . . , al)
∣∣ 1 a1 < · · · < al m}.
A Schubert union SU⊥ ⊂ G(l,m)∗ with respect to this flag is associated to a G-grid GU⊥ ⊂
GG(l,m)∗ .
Definition 2.10. Let the natural map
rev :GG(l,m) → GG(l,m)∗
be defined as
(a1, a2, . . . , al) → (m+ 1 − al, . . . ,m+ 1 − a2,m+ 1 − al).
Clearly the map rev has a natural inverse rev∗ :GG(l,m)∗ → GG(l,m).
For the relation to Poincaré duality, see Remark 2.16.
Definition 2.11. Let M be an arbitrary subset of the GG(l,m)-grid {(a1, . . . , al) ∈ Zl | 1  a1 <
a2 < · · · < al m}. Then
Mrev = {rev(α) ∣∣ α ∈ M}⊂ GG(l,m)∗ .
We are now ready to define the grid dual of a Schubert union U .
Definition 2.12. Let SU be a Schubert union in G(l,m) with G-grid GU . Then the grid dual
of SU is the Schubert union SU⊥ ⊂ G(l,m)∗ whose G-grid GU⊥ is H revU .
This means that the G-grid of the dual of a Schubert union is obtained by reflecting the H -grid
around the hyperplane
∑l
i=1 ai = m+ 1. Here G-grids have 0-es and H -grids x-s (see Fig. 1).
The key lemma that links grid-duality to geometric duality is:
Lemma 2.13. Let M ⊂ GG(m,l), and let L(M) ⊂ P(∧l V ) be the linear space defined by the van-
ishing of the Plücker coordinates {Xα | α ∈ GG(m,l) \ M}. Then L(M)⊥ ⊂ P(∧l V ∗) is defined
by the vanishing of the Plücker coordinates {X∗α | α ∈ Mrev}.
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Proof. This is simply the orthogonality induced by the duality of the two basis {Xα | α ∈
GG(l,m)} and {X∗α | α ∈ GG(l,m)∗}. 
We may now state the promised result.
Theorem 2.14. For a Schubert union SU in G(l,m) its geometric dual D(SU), and its grid-dual
SU⊥ , are equal.
Proof. The homogeneous ideal ISU of SU modulo the ideal of G(l,m) is generated by
{Xβ | β ∈ HU }.
By Lemmas 2.9 and 2.13 a linear form in this ideal correspond to a point P on the geometric
dual D(SU) if and only if P ∈ G(l,m)∗ and the nonzero Plücker coordinates of P lie in H revU ,
i.e. if and only if they lie in the grid-dual SU⊥ . 
Theorem 2.14 obviously gives the following:
Corollary 2.15. The geometric dual Schubert union of the geometric dual Schubert union of the
Schubert union U is U .
Proof. The analogous result for the grid dual, that is grid-biduality, obviously holds, and using
Theorem 2.14 we also have geometric biduality. 
Remark 2.16. The Poincaré dual of Sα is Srev(α). Hence Poincaré duality can be viewed as a
map (rev) that sends individual points of GG(l,m) to their image points. Our duality of Schubert
unions sends configurations of points (H -grids) to their corresponding configurations of image
points, and in addition interchanges the roles of G-grids and H -grids.
The sum of the Krull dimensions of a Schubert cycle and its Poincaré dual is δ = l(m− l) =
dimG(l,m). The sum of the (affine) spanning dimensions of a Schubert union and its geomet-
ric/grid dual union is k = (m
l
)
, the spanning dimension of G(l,m).
Definition 2.17. Let SU be a Schubert union, and let gU(q) be its number of Fq -rational points,
as given by Proposition 2.3. Let δ = l(m− l) be the Krull dimension of G(l,m). Denote by n(q)
the number of Fq -rational points of G(l,m), and set hU(q) = n(q)− g(q).
Proposition 2.18. Let SU be a Schubert union. The number of Fq -rational points of SU⊥ is
qδhU (q
−1).
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over all points (i1, . . . , il) in the grid GG(l,m), and gU(q) is the corresponding sum over all
points of GU , and hU(q) is the corresponding sum over all points of HU . Passing from HU to
rev(HU) gives rise to the passage from hU(q) to qδhU (q−1). 
3. Schubert unions in G(2,m)
In this section we will make a special study of Schubert unions in G(2,m) for m  3. We
will show that for each m there are 2m−1 such unions (for fixed flag) and that they in a natural
way correspond to the set of subsets P(M) of a set M with m − 1 elements, we may assume
M = {1,2, . . . ,m − 1}. Moreover, taking complements in M corresponds to the geometric/grid
duality of Schubert unions described in general in Section 2.1.
Think of the GG(2,m)-grid as consisting of squares in the (x, y)-plane. Then, specifying the G-
grid of a Schubert union corresponds to picking m1 squares for x = 1, m2 squares for x = 2, . . . ,
and mr squares for x = r , for some r m− 1. Moreover m1 >m2 > · · · >mr .
Definition 3.1. For a Schubert union SU the subset MU of M = {1,2, . . . ,m − 1} is {m1,m2,
. . . ,mr} if there are mi points (x, y) in GU with x = i, for i = 1, . . . , r , and no points with x = i,
for i > r .





squares forming a triangle,
reveals that the complement of MU is equal to MU⊥ (obtained from SU⊥ ). We then have:
Theorem 3.2. For each m there are 2m−1 distinct Schubert unions in G(2,m) with respect to a
fixed flag. These unions SU correspond in the way described above to the set P(M) of subsets
MU of a given set M = {1,2, . . . ,m−1}. Moreover, the dual union SU⊥ corresponds in the same
way to the complement of MU .
3.1. Different descriptions of Schubert unions for l = 2
Lemma 3.3. The union of two Schubert cycles S(a,b) and S(c,d) is proper, i.e. is not itself a
Schubert cycle, if and only if a < c < d < b or c < a < b < d .
Proof. The result follows from S(a,b) ∩ S(c,d) = S(e,f ), where
e = min{a, c} and f = min{b, d}. 
Hence specifying a proper union of two Schubert cycles means specifying four integers
1  a < c < d < b  m, and then S(a,b) ∪ S(c,d). In general, specifying a Schubert union of s
Schubert cycles, which is not a union of s − 1 Schubert cycles (a proper union of s Schubert
cycles), amounts to specifying 2s integers 1  a1 < a2 < · · · < as < bs < · · · < b2 < b1  m,
and S(a1,b1 ∪ · · · ∪ S(as,bs ).
Definition 3.4. For a Schubert union SU =⋃si=1 S(ai ,bi ) we set
σU = a1 < a2 < · · · < as < bs < · · · < b1.
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Proposition 3.5. If σU = a1 < · · · < as < bs < · · · < b1 represents SU , then MU is
{bs − as, bs − as + 1, . . . , bs − as−1 − 1, bs−1 − as−1, . . . , bs−1 − as−2 − 1, . . . ,
b1 − a1, . . . , b1 − 1}.
Observe that the number of i in MU such that mi+1 − mi > 1 is s − 1. We leave it as an
exercise to express σU by MU , and to express σU⊥ (for SU⊥ ) by σU . In particular one obtains:
Corollary 3.6. The dual of a proper Schubert union of s Schubert cycles is a proper union
of s − 1, s or s + 1 Schubert cycles.
4. Applications to codes
It is well known that GFq (l,m) contains n points, where
n = (q
m − 1)(qm−1 − 1) · · · (qm−l+1 − 1)
(ql − 1)(ql−1 − 1) · · · (q − 1) . (2)






and form a k × n-matrix M with these n vectors as columns (in any preferred order). The code
C(l,m) is then the code with M as generator matrix. Hence C is a linear [n, k]-code (only defined
up to code equivalence).
The higher weights d1 < d2 < · · · < dk of G(l,m) satisfy
dr = n−Hr, (3)
where Hr is the maximum number of points from S contained in a codimension r subspace
of (Fq)k . We have (in addition to dk = n) the following essentially well-known result:
Proposition 4.1. The weights satisfy:
• dr = qδ + qδ−1 + · · · + qδ−r+1, for r = 1, . . . , s, and
• dk−a = n− (1 + q + · · · + qa−1), for a = 1, . . . , s,
where s = max(l,m− l)+ 1, and δ = dimG(l,m) = l(m− l).
We may compute the s higher weights, assuming l m− 1, using the SUi with
Gi =
{
(1,2, . . . , l − 1, l), (1,2, . . . , l − 1, l + 1), (1,2, . . . , l − 1, l + 2), . . . ,
(1,2, . . . , l − 1, l + i − 1)}
for i = 1, . . . , s and s m − l. These are projective spaces. For the lower weights we compute
them using Proposition 2.18 for the dual unions of the SUi , and combine with Nogin’s result for
d1 and use the Griesmer bound as in [9], where the result for the s lowest weights was first given.
See also [1], where one uses close families of grid points. In almost all cases s is much smaller
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called index of the Grassmann variety.
For C(2,m), for m 4, Proposition 4.1 gives all weights. For C(2,5) only the weight d5 is
not given by it.
Proposition 4.2. For the code C(2,5) we have d5 = n− (q3 +2q2 +q+1) = d4 +q4 = d6 −q2.
Proof. The Grassmannian G = G(2,5) in its Plücker embedding in P9 is the intersection of 5
Plücker quadrics Q1, . . . ,Q5. Note that d5 = n−H5 and S(1,5) ∪ S2,3 contains q3 + 2q2 + q +
1 points, and spans a codimension 5 space by Proposition 2.3. Therefore it remains to prove
that the restriction of the quadrics Q1, . . . ,Q5 to a codimension 5 space intersect in at most
q3 + 2q2 + q + 1 points. Given a 4-space W in P4. Then G does not contain it. In fact, any
maximal linear subspace of G is formed by either all lines in a plane, or the P3 of all lines through
a point in P4. Hence at least one of the Plücker quadrics does not contain W , and so WG = W ∩G
is contained in a quadric in W = P4. If the maximal rank of a quadric that contains WG is 1 or 2,
then each quadric decomposes in linear factors when restricted to W , so the intersection WG is
a finite union of linear subspaces. If one component is 3-dimensional, then by the above, the
residual part of WG is also linear and contained in a plane. In particular the cardinality of WG is
at most q3 + 2q2 + q + 1. If the dimension of the linear components of WG are smaller than 3
and 2 then WG is always contained in the union of a 3-space and a 2-space so the cardinality is
always smaller than q3 + 2q2 + q + 1.
In case the maximal rank of the restriction of the quadrics Qi to W is at least 3, then we get
the desired upper bound from the cardinality of points on an irreducible quadric. By projecting
to P3 from a smooth point one gets maximal cardinality q3 + q2 + q + 1 when the quadric has
rank 3 or 5, while the maximal cardinality is q3 + 2q2 + q + 1 when the quadric has rank 4 (cf.
[7, pp. 4, 5], for details). 
Corollary 4.3. For m 5 all the dr for the C(2,m) are computed by Schubert unions.
This motivates the following definition.
Definition 4.4. For given l,m, let Jr be the maximum number of points in a Schubert union
spanning a linear space of codimension at least r in the Plücker space, and set Dr = n − Jr , for
r = 1, . . . , k. (D0 = 0.)
We end this section with the following obvious, but useful, result.
Proposition 4.5. For all l,m, and r we have
dr Dr.
We can in principle calculate all Dr , using Proposition 2.3. In Section 4.1 we will give more
explicit methods to calculate the upper bound Dr for l = 2. Nevertheless, it is an open ques-
tion whether the upper bound Dr is equal to the true value dr in the cases not determined by
Propositions 4.1 and 4.2.
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In this subsection we will make significant steps toward finding the Jr and Dr for all m when
l = 2. Recall the polynomials gU(q) defined in Definition 2.17 (and described in Proposition 2.3).





, and consider the set of Schubert unions {SU }K
in G(l,m) with spanning dimension K . Among these unions, let SL be the unique one on the
form S(x,m) ∪S(x+1,y), with 1 x m− 1 and 1 y m, and let SR be the unique union of the
form S(x,x+1) ∪ S(a,x+2), with 1 x m− 1 and 1 a  x + 1.
Then SL or SR is maximal in {SU }K with respect to the natural lexicographic order on the
polynomials gU . Furthermore, the one(s) that is (are) maximal with respect to gU , also has
(have) the maximum number of points over Fq for all large enough q .
Remark 4.7. For a detailed proof of Proposition 4.6, we refer to [5]. This is a combinatorial and
numerical analysis of how to obtain the largest polynomial gU(q) with K available cells Cα put
together in an admissible way.
Remark 4.8. From Proposition 4.6 it is clear that for each spanning (co)dimension we only need
to check two Schubert unions to find one which is maximal with respect to gU . Below, for the
case C(2,10), we indicate with an L (go left) if we may use SL and with an R (go right) if
we may use SR , and with LR if and only if we may use both. The spanning codimension is
r = (m2)−K .
C(2,10):
[
Codim.: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Direction: LR LR LR LR R R R R R R R R R R R R
]
[
Codim.: 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
Direction: R R R R LR L R R R LR L L L L
]
[
Codim.: 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
Direction: L L L L L L L L L L L L LR LR LR LR
]
.
For G(2,m), for m  9, the differences Dr − Dr−1 are always monomials of type qi for
some i, but D22 − D21 is not a monomial in q for m = 10. As opposed to the corresponding
tables for C(2,m), for m 9, the one for (l,m) = (2,10) is not symmetric in L and R.
The techniques in the proof of Proposition 4.6 give the following result for each l = 2.
Proposition 4.9. For every  > 0, there exists an M , such that if m>M , then:
(i) If K  0.36k−, then SL is maximal with respect to gU , and in this range SR is not maximal
unless K  3.
(ii) If K  0.36k+, then SR is maximal with respect to gU , and in this range SL is not maximal
unless K  k − 3.
Remark 4.10. Let l = 2. For every K between 0 and k = (m2) we have that SR for spanning
dimension K and SL for k −K are dual to each other (and vice versa). From Proposition 4.9 we
see that for K between 0.36k +  and 0.64k −  and m large enough, then SR , but not its dual,
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or SR maximal with respect to gU , but with its dual not maximal with respect to gU (for spanning
dimension k −K), is m = 10 (and K = 22).
Remark 4.11. Let us interpret Proposition 4.9 in a continuous setting. Study the trian-
gle Δ with corners (0,0), (0,1), (1,1). For 0 < x < 1 look at the trapeze Tx with corners
(0,0), (x, x), (x,1), (0,1) and area A = x − x22 . We also study the triangle Py with corners
(0,0), (y, y), (0, y) and area A = y22 . We get x = 1 −
√
1 − 2A for the trapeze, and y = √2A
for the triangle. The largest d for which the trapeze Tx intersects a diagonal x + y = d is
d1(A) = 1 + x = 2 −
√
1 − 2A, where A is the area of Tx . The largest d for which the tri-
angle Py intersects this diagonal is d2(A) = 2y = 2
√
2A, where A is the area of Py . We have
d1(A) > d2(A) iff 0A< 0.18, corresponding to 36% of the area of the whole triangle Δ.
5. Linear section with maximal Krull dimension
We have the following:
Theorem 5.1. For all K , the maximal Krull dimension of a component of a linear section
of G(l,m) with a subspace of Plücker space of a fixed dimension K −1, can always be computed
by a subspace spanned by a Schubert union.
Proof. Recall the notation from Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 and the text between these two results.
For 1 r  k let G(r,Vl) be the Grassmann variety parametrizing projective (r − 1)-spaces in
the Plücker space P containing G(l,m). Let I be the incidence variety in G(l,m) × G(r,Vl)
parametrizing inclusion relations of points in G(l,m) and linear sections of P corresponding
to points of G(r,Vl). Let f be the projection to the second factor. Let E be the subset of I
corresponding to those x of I whose inverse image f−1(f (x)) contains a component of maximal
dimension among the fibres of f . By [6, Exercise II, 3.22], we see that E is closed in I . Moreover
the set F = f (E) is closed in G(r,Vl) by [6, Exercise II, 4.4], since E is closed and proper. By
the argument before Proposition 2.7 the solvable Borel group B acts on Vl,r , and the set F is
closed in P(Vl,r ) in virtue of being closed in G(r,Vl). The set F is stable under the action of
B since the property of having a component with maximal fibre dimension under f is invariant
under the action of B . Since B is irreducible each irreducible component of F is therefore stable
under B . Hence B acts on each component of F , which is closed in P(Vl,r ) where the action
is induced by a linear action on Vl,r . Borel’s fixed point theorem, as quoted for example in
[3, p. 384], (or [10, Theorem 7.2.5], or [2, p. 155], see also Remark 5.3 below), then gives
that B must have a fixed point in each component of F , so at least one fixed point. But by
Proposition 2.7 the fixed points correspond precisely to the projective (K − 1)-planes spanned
by Schubert unions.
Hence at least one of these special (K − 1)-planes have a component of maximal fibre (Krull)
dimension under f . 
This, in combination with an easy combinatorial argument, studying grids GU of Schu-
bert unions SU for l = 2, gives the result below for l = 2. For d  m − 1 set c1(d) =
4dm−3m2−d2+13m−7d−12
2 , and c2(d) = d
2+6d+8
8 if d is even, and c2(d) = d
2+8d+7
8 if d is odd.
Let C(d) = min{c1(d), c2(d)}. For d m− 2 we set C(d) = d + 1.
750 J.P. Hansen et al. / Finite Fields and Their Applications 13 (2007) 738–750Corollary 5.2. The maximal Krull dimension d(K) of a component of a linear section of G(2,m)
with a subspace of Plücker space of (projective) dimension K − 1, is the largest d such that
C(d)K .
Remark 5.3. Borel’s fixed point theorem is valid for algebraically closed fields F , and we have
now shown that for such fields the linear sections of G(l,m) with a component of the maximal
possible Krull dimension can be found among Schubert unions. These are given by linear equa-
tions of type Xi,j = 0, in other words defined over Z and hence over any subfield of F (here
we take only those linear sections given by equations with coefficients in the subfield). Hence
Theorem 5.2 is valid also for non-algebraically closed fields.
Theorem 5.1 is an indication that the following conjecture holds.
Conjecture 5.4. The higher weights of the Grassmann codes are always computed by Schubert
unions.
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